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Table Tops
Solid Wood & Veneer
The timeless, natural, classic look of a solid ash table top really is a sight to
behold. In our opinion there is no better material for a table top in the market.
Our solid wood table tops are UK manufactured to our customers’
requirements. We are able to use Oak or Beech, but Ash is the wood we
always recommend for its grain, looks and stability. We stain and polish all
tops in house through our spray shop, finishing the tops with several layer of
a matt lacquer for aesthetic and practical purposes.

• Commercial quality

If the look of a solid table top is what you like but your budget does not, we
are able to supply ash veneered tops at a cheaper price. Again, UK manufactured in the same factory, these give the appearance of the solid wood.
As with a number of table tops, veneers have come a long way over the
years and are hard to differentiate form a solid top to the untrained eye.

• Range of thickness to give
‘chunky’ look

• Strong and sturdy
• UK manufactured in any shape
or size
• Stained and polished to
your requirement
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Rustic Pine Tops

32mm Pine tops in a rustic finish
60,75,90 or 120cm Dia
60x60, 70x70, 80x80 or 90x90cm Square
120x70 or 180x70cm Rectangular

Solid Ash

Ash Veneered

Pine / Redwood

Standard Wood Finishes
These are our standard wood finishes although any colour can be matched to and
tinted to suit your exact specifications.
As standard, and unless specified, we use an Acid Catalyst Clear Lacquer with a
20% sheen. This gives a tough matt finish which complies with BS6250. If a higher
sheen / shine is required we can use a higher percentage lacquer if requested.

Ash BPA-367

Autumn 21-57

Beach Nut 22-66

Bologna 22-415

Bodeaux 26-32

Branch 22-25

Conker 22-50

Cotton BPA-154

Creme BPA-02

Beaujolais 22-68

Calore 23-48

Danish 21-19

Continued on New Page 142A......

Beached Oak BN-125

Bog Oak 22-55

Cinder BPA-09

Cloud BPA-366

Espresso BPA-09

Fern 27-54
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Standard Wood Finishes Continued......

Giovanni BPA-06

Graphite BPA-368

Latte BPA-08

Leather 22-51

Madeira 26-29

Mediterranean 23-32

Merlot 26-35

Mink BN-022

Nut Brown 22-23

Oxford 22-10

Reclaimed Oak 22-15

Regent 22-74

Sapele 26-15

Squirrel 22-62

Tar 22-40

Time 22-01

Sun Dried 21-08

Tosca BPA-04

Wenge 22-560

Sunrise 22-45

Traviata BPA-07

Windsor 22-60

Linen 20-07

MOcha BPA-05

London Oak 22-05

Murano BPA-03

Rosa 26-08

Sand 20-01

Syrup 23-37

Tanned 23-65

Truffle BPA-01

Victorian 22-07
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NEW FOR 2020 - BRUNEL & BARLOW TABLETOPS
The Brunel is an oak tabletop with a choice of edges in Polished Steel, Copper
or Solid Oak.
The Barlow is similar with a Parquet Design Solid Oak top.
Eden Furniture manufacture both the Brunel and the Barlow Tabletops so we can
customise the tops to any square or rectangular sizes and stain and polish the oak
to suit any customers requirements.
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NEW FOR 2020 - CHAMFERED EDGE TABLETOPS
In addition to the standard square edge on our Solid Ash Tabletops, we now
offer an attractive Chamfered Edge.
The Chamfered Edge gives a sleek, compact look with the impression of a
modern thinner tabletop being used.
All tops are UK manufacturered to order and can be stained and polished to
any wood colour or even a painted finish

